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Highly correlated network states are often seen in multie-
lectrode data, yet are predicted to be rare by independent
models. What can account for the abundance of these
multi-neuron firing patterns? Recent work [1,2] has
shown that it is possible to predict over 90% of highly cor-
related network states, even when correlations between
neuron pairs are weak. To make these predictions, both
groups used a maximum entropy model that fit only the
firing rates and the pairwise correlations (a second-order
maximum entropy model), and which was maximally
uncommitted about all other model features. This new
work raises several questions. First, how general are these
results? Both previous reports largely used retinal data.
Could this maximum entropy approach also succeed
when applied to cortical slices? Although the original
model explained correlations among spikes, could it also
be used to explain the abundance of correlated states of
local field potentials (LFPs)? A second issue concerns the
abundance of correlated states over time. Can a second-
order maximum entropy model predict sequences of cor-
related states?
To examine the generality of this approach, we applied a
second-order maximum entropy model to a variety of in
vitro cortical networks, including acute slices from rat (n
= 3) and human epileptic tissue (n = 1), as well as organ-
otypic (n = 3) and dissociated cultures (n = 3) from rat.
We explored its effectiveness in predicting correlated
states of both spikes and LFPs at one time point. On aver-
age, the model accounted for 90 ± 6% (mean ± s.d.) of the
available multi-information, in good agreement with pre-
vious studies. In all cases, the maximum entropy model
significantly outperformed an independent model, dem-
onstrating its effectiveness in explaining correlated states
in cortical spikes and LFPs at one time point. We also
explored how well the maximum entropy model pre-
dicted sequences of correlated states over time. Here, the
model often failed to account for the observed sequence
lengths. In 8/10 preparations, the distribution of observed
sequences was significantly longer (p ≤ 0.003). We con-
clude that a second-order maximum entropy model can
predict correlated states, but not their evolution over time.
This suggests that higher-order maximum entropy models
incorporating temporal interactions will be needed to
account for the sequences of correlated states that are
often observed in the data.
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